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Expository notes, with practical

observations, on the New Testament 1832

exalting jesus in colossians and philemon is part of the christ

centered exposition commentary series edited by david platt daniel

l akin and tony merida this commentary series to include 47

volumes when complete takes a christ centered approach to

expositing each book of the bible rather than a verse by verse

approach the authors have crafted chapters that explain and apply

key passages in their assigned bible books readers will learn to

see christ in all aspects of scripture and they will be encouraged by

the devotional nature of each exposition presented as sermons and

divided into chapters that conclude with a reflect and discuss

section making this series ideal for small group study personal

devotion and even sermon preparation it s not academic but rather

presents an easy reading practical and friendly commentary the

christ centered exposition commentary series will include 47

volumes when complete the authors of exalting jesus in colossians

and philemon are daniel akin and r scott pace
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Exalting Jesus in Colossians & Philemon

2021-11-15

this book explores the notion of citizenship for young people

through the journey of one family and provides real life examples of

how young people can be changemakers in their communities

Expository Notes, with Practical

Observations, on the New Testament ... By

the Rev. William Burkitt ... To this Edition

Will be Added, the Life of the Author, Etc.

[With Plates, Including a Portrait.] 1810

the academy of parish clergy s 2018 top five reference books for

parish ministry paul s letter to philemon carries a strong message

of breaking down social barriers and establishing new realities of

conduct and fellowship it is also a disturbing text that has been

used to justify slavery though brief philemon requires close scrutiny

in this commentary scot mcknight offers careful textual analysis of
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philemon and brings the practice of modern slavery into

conversation with the ancient text too often mcknight says studies

of this short letter gloss over the issue of slavery an issue that

must be recognized and dealt with if christians are to read

philemon faithfully pastors and scholars will find in this volume the

insight they need to preach and teach this controversial book in

meaningful new ways

Questions on the Epistles ... With Practical

and Explanatory Observations ... Upon the

Plan of Mr. Fuller's Scripture Examiner. (Part

VII, VIII by Lady Francis Egerton.). 1838

pastor john macarthur combines his passion for the bible with the

training expertise of faculty members at the master s seminary to

guide seminary students and ministry leaders in developing their

pastoral ministry skills pastors today can easily become

preoccupied with the many pitfalls of modern culture buying into

the idea of image and straying from jesus s call to shepherd

leadership pastoral ministry how to shepherd biblically presents a
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practical pastoral theology aimed at showing pastors and pastors in

training the vital role god s word plays in shaping the preparation

and maintaining the priorities of pastoring the authors examine the

biblical teaching about the high and demanding call to ministry

required of any spiritual shepherd you ll learn how to pursue

intentional growth through the stages of calling training and

ministering to god s church along the way uncovering answers to

questions such as how does the bible establish a philosophy of

pastoral ministry and what is it who is personally qualified to be an

undershepherd of god s flock what are the biblical preparations

required of shepherd leaders what priority does god s word place

on activities involved in pastoral ministry united in affirming

shepherd leadership as the biblical model for pastoral ministry the

master s seminary faculty contributes a treasury of expertise

alongside insights from well known bible teacher john macarthur

this book will inspire any pastor dedicated to serving god s church

in the pattern of jesus christ

The Biblical Illustrator - Philemon
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2017-02-18

this series is designed for those who know biblical languages it is

written primarily for the pastor and bible teacher not for the scholar

that is the aim is not to review and offer a critique of every possible

interpretation that has ever been given to a passage but to exegete

each passage of scripture succinctly in its grammatical and

historical context each passage is interpreted in the light of its

biblical setting with a view to grammatical detail literary context flow

of biblical argument and historical setting while the focus will not be

on application it is expected that the authors will offer suggestions

as to the direction in which application can flow

The Letter to Philemon 2017-10-05

ernest d martin takes bible students into the rich text of the letter to

the church at colossae and the highly personal letter to philemon

martin draws on his experience as pastor teacher and writer to

engage the reader in the complexities of the text all the while he

focuses on a christ centered biblical theology and the amazingly

revelant pastoral concerns that shaped these letters in commenting
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on colossians martin highlights a wholistic christology in contrast to

the past and present perversions of the gospel in the section on

philemon he draws attention to the social implications of the

koinonia of faith for the servants of jesus christ

The General Baptist Repository and

Missionary Observer 1845

all the essays in this book are devoted to the interpretation of paul

s letter to philemon the most important characteristic of the book is

the wide range of perspectives from which this brief letter of paul is

interpreted the following issues receive attention tendencies in the

interpretation of the letter since 1980 epistolography rhetoric style

ancient legal and documentary sources slavery in early christianity

contextual interpretation post colonialism the letter s legacy of

hierarchy and obedience and the reception of the letter by church

fathers

Pastoral Ministry 2017-03-07

paul s letters to timothy titus and philemon offer practical
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instructions to christian leaders and workers written by the apostle

well schooled in debate and persuasion the inspired words of these

theologically rich and practically viable epistles provide godly

wisdom to churches of all ages in the administration and direction

of the lord s work by faithfully applying god s timeless truth

recorded in these small yet powerful books

Colossians and Philemon 2016-05-24

in this addition to the award winning becnt series leading new

testament scholar and bestselling author g k beale offers a

substantive evangelical commentary on colossians and philemon

with extensive research and thoughtful chapter by chapter exegesis

beale leads readers through all aspects of colossians and philemon

sociological historical and theological to help them better

understand the meaning and relevance of these biblical books as

with all becnt volumes this commentary features the author s

detailed interaction with the greek text and an acclaimed user

friendly design it admirably achieves the dual aims of the series

academic sophistication with pastoral sensitivity and accessibility

making it a useful tool for pastors church leaders students and
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teachers

Colossians, Philemon 1993-06-04

this study claims that paul uses his personal example as an explicit

literary strategy in 1 corinthians galatians and philippians and as an

arguably implicit strategy in 1 thessalonians and philemon he uses

his own example to ground and illustrate his argumentation in a

rhetorically sophisticated manner often structuring his argument on

such a basis in places a crisp statement of his own case serves as

a thesis statement of the argument that follows e g rom 1 17 gal 1

10 while at other times it serves to summarize the argument and to

provide a transition to the next phase especially in 1 corinthians

and gal 2 15 21 all the while paul s self portrayals in his letters

serve not autobiographical or egoistic purposes but pedagogical

and argumentative aims

Philemon in Perspective 2010-06-29

michael bird s commentary on colossians and philemon in the new

covenant commentary series pays close attention to the socio

historical context the flow and dynamics of the text their
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argumentative strategy theological message and the meaning of

colossians and philemon for the contemporary church today bird

situates colossians in the context of paul s ephesian ministry and

describes how paul attempts to persuade a congregation in the

lycus valley to remain firm in the gospel and to grasp the cosmic

majesty of jesus christ over and against the views of certain jewish

mystics who have thrown the colossians into confusion he shows

how in the letter to philemon paul intercedes for a slave estranged

from his master through a carefully crafted feat of pastoral

persuasion from a missionary friend of philemon the commentary

combines exegetical insight rhetorical analysis theological

exposition and practical application all in one short volume bird

shows paul at work as a theologian pastor and missionary in his

letters to the colossians and philemon

The Biblical Repository and Quarterly

Observer 1835

study the meaning of biblical words in the original languages

without spending years learning greek w e vine s new testament

word pictures places every key word from vine s classic expository
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dictionary of new testament words in bible book and verse by verse

order the text of the king james version of the bible is included for

context but w e vine s new testament word pictures is keyed to the

strong s numbering system and can be used with any bible

translation w e vine s new testament word pictures explains key

words in original greek context does not require knowledge of

greek includes strong s numbers for further study is ideal for busy

bible preachers and teachers combines the features of a dictionary

concordance and commentary

First and Second Timothy, Titus and

Philemon 2011

what type of relationship did new testament churches have with

one another was it a relationship of conflict and competition or was

it a loose aggregation of individual churches scattered across the

roman empire or can it be described as a cohesive partnership for

the common cause of the gospel of christ most new testament

church activities are recorded in connection with paul s ministry in

this sense the present study started on the premise that close

attention to paul s partnership ministry would offer a richer
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understanding of new testament church relationships by exploring

some ministry areas such as paul s coworkers financial assistance

and communicative activities this book demonstrates that paul s

churches occasioned and mediated by paul s partnership ministry

were engaged in networking and collaboration far more closely

than has generally been assumed not only among themselves but

also with non pauline churches paul s partnership ministry

significantly contributed to the relationship of new testament

churches

Colossians and Philemon (Baker Exegetical

Commentary on the New Testament)

2019-04-16

this volume completes ben witherington s contributions to the set of

eerdmans socio rhetorical commentaries on the new testament in

addition to the usual features of these commentaries witherington

offers an innovative way of looking at colossians ephesians and

philemon as interrelated documents written at different levels of

moral discourse colossians is first order moral discourse the
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opening gambit ephesians is second order moral discourse what

one says after the opening salvo to the same audience and

philemon is third order moral discourse what one says to a

personal friend or intimate witherington successfully analyzes these

documents as examples of asiatic rhetoric explaining the

differences in style from earlier pauline documents he further

shows that paul is deliberately engaging in the transformation of

existing social institutions as always witherington s work is

scholarly and engaging with detailed closer look sections the letters

to philemon the colossians and the ephesians is perfect for the

libraries of clergy biblical scholars and seminaries

Paul's Paradigmatic "I" 1999-02-01

pastors and leaders of the classical church such as augustine

calvin luther and wesley interpreted the bible theologically believing

scripture as a whole witnessed to the gospel of jesus christ modern

interpreters of the bible questioned this premise but in recent

decades a critical mass of theologians and biblical scholars has

begun to reassert the priority of a theological reading of scripture

the brazos theological commentary on the bible enlists leading
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theologians to read and interpret scripture for the twenty first

century just as the church fathers the reformers and other orthodox

christians did for their times and places this addition to the brazos

theological commentary on the bible offers a new interpretation of

the theology and the narrative context of 1st and 2nd timothy titus

philemon and jude risto saarinen makes three unique claims 1 the

pastoral epistles need to be understood in terms of character

formation and diagnostic language 2 the treatment of gifts and

giving is a prominent feature of the epistles and 3 a theological

exegesis of these books results in a new view regarding the nature

of doctrine this commentary like each in the series is designed to

serve the church through aid in preaching teaching study groups

and so forth and demonstrate the continuing intellectual and

practical viability of theological interpretation of the bible

The Holy Bible ... with Explanatory Notes,

Practical Observations, and Copious

Marginal References, by Thomas Scott. The
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Sixth Edition, with the Author's Last

Corrections, Etc 1823

a veteran pastor answers the questions that today s pastors are

asking in 40 questions about pastoral ministry veteran pastor phil

newton provides trustworthy answers to 40 of the most common

and pressing questions relating to the life and work of the pastor

covering five major categories such as development practices and

preaching newton equips pastors to successfully handle everyday

duties and challenges including remaining spiritually healthy

strengthening your marriage dealing with discouragement avoiding

pitfalls leading elders meetings mentoring future leaders preaching

through books of the bible conducting marriages and funerals

practicing church discipline leading change and revitalization and

much more basing his answers on scripture theological reflection

and personal experience newton serves as a mentor and guide for

pastors at every stage of ministry the questions and answers are

self contained and topics of interest can be easily located pastors

will want to consult this volume often for authoritative advice on all

aspects of pastoral ministry
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An Exposition of the Old and New

Testaments 1833

The Christian Observer 1829

1 Thessalonians Through Philemon 1990

Colossians and Philemon 2009-09-01

W. E. Vine's New Testament Word Pictures:

Romans to Philemon 2022-12-13

The Christian observer [afterw.] The

Christian observer and advocate 1831
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Partnership in Ministry 2023-05-16

The General Baptist repository, and

Missionary observer [afterw.] The General

Baptist magazine repository and Missionary

observer [afterw.] The General Baptist

magazine 1865

Observations on the Commencement and

Progress of the Work of Vital Religion in the

Soul 1895

The Letters to Philemon, the Colossians, and
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the Ephesians 2007-11-19

The Pastoral Epistles with Philemon & Jude

2008-10

The Comprehensive Commentary on the Holy

Bible: Acts-Revelation 1839

The Works of N. Lardner, Etc 1815

The Christian Observer 1851

The Holy Bible Containing the Old and New

Testaments: the Text Printed from the Most
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Correct Copies of the Present Authorized

Translation, Including the Marginal Readings

and Parallel Texts: Romans to Revelation

1804

The Christian Observer 1817

The Holy Bible: Psalms, Proverbs,

Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Solomon

1844

The Christian ministry 1878

The Life and Epistles of St.Paul
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2021-01-26

40 Questions About Pastoral Ministry 1831

Exposition of the Old and New Testament

2006-09

Understanding 5fold Ministry 1911

New-York Observer 1884

The Homilist; or, The pulpit for the people,

conducted by D. Thomas. Vol. 1-50; 51, no.

3- ol. 63
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